Abstract. Severe storms (Dst) and Forbush decreases (FD) during cycle 23 showed that maximum negative Dst magnitudes usually occurred almost simultaneously with the maximum negative values of the B z component of interplanetary magnetic field B, but the maximum magnitudes of negative Dst and B z were poorly correlated (+0.28). A parameter B z (CP) was calculated (cumulative partial B z ) as sum of the hourly negative values of B z from the time of start to the maximum negative value. The correlation of negative Dst maximum with B z (CP) was higher (+0.59) as compared to that of Dst with B z alone (+0.28). When the product of B z with the solar wind speed V (at the hour of negative B z maximum) was considered, the correlation of negative Dst maximum with V B z was +0.59 and with V B z (CP), 0.71. Thus, including V improved the correlations. However, ground-based Dst values have a considerable contribution from magnetopause currents (several tens of nT, even exceeding 100 nT in very severe storms). When their contribution is subtracted from Dst(nT), the residue Dst* representing true ring current effect is much better correlated with B z and B z (CP), but not with V B z or V B z (CP), indicating that these are unimportant parameters and the effect of V is seen only through the solar wind ram pressure causing magnetopause currents. Maximum negative Dst (or Dst*) did not occur at the same hour as maximum FD. The time evolutions of Dst and FD were very different. The correlations were almost zero. Basically, negative Dst (or Dst*) and FDs are uncorrelated, indicating altogether different mechanism.
Introduction
In data from ionization chambers, Forbush (1937) and Hess and Demmelmair (1937) observed decreases in the cosmic ray count rate, which typically lasted for a week. Simpson (1954) hinted that the origin of these decreases was probably in the interplanetary medium. Later, these were found to be associated with geomagnetic storms and their drivers ICMEs (Interplanetary continuations of the solar Coronal Mass Ejections CMEs), magnetic clouds, as well as corotating shock fronts.
There are two basic types of Forbush decreases (hereafter abbreviated as FDs, more details in the review Cane, 2000) : (a) Non-recurrent decreases which are caused by transient interplanetary events related to mass ejections from the Sun, are marked by a sudden onset, reach their maximum depression in about a day, and are characterized by a gradual recovery; and (b) Recurrent decreases, which have a gradual onset and are symmetric in profile; and tend to be associated with corotating high speed solar wind streams (Lockwood, 1971; Iucci et al., 1979a) . Though geomagnetic disturbances and FDs have a common origin in interplanetary space, namely encountering a strong interplanetary structure (blob), the magnitudes of geomagnetic disturbances and FDs are not proportional to each other (e.g., Kane, 1977) . Geomagnetic disturbances occur by the Dungey (1961) mechanism, where reconnection occurs at the daytime magnetopause between the terrestrial magnetic field and the southward B z component of the interplanetary field. When the field lines are swept back in the geomagnetic tail, a neutral point is formed through which the solar wind gets an entry into the magnetosphere. Low energy particles spiral around the stretched geomagnetic field lines and impinge on the terrestrial atmosphere in the polar regions, causing enhanced aurora. Higher energy particles rush towards the Earth but are diverted around the Earth (Fleming's right hand rule) in circular orbits in the equatorial plane, forming a ring current at several earth radii, which causes large geomagnetic field reductions. These reductions in the terrestrial magnetic field strength are measured by the Dst (disturbance storm time index, Sugiura, 1964) . Measurements of Dst and FDs indicate some commonality in their interplanetary sources; however, there are significant differences in the exact evolution of each measure (Cane, 2000) . In general, both increase with increasing IMF (interplanetary magnetic field B) and SW (solar wind) velocity V . An increase in SW density N and speed V affects the magnetosphere but not CR intensity. The most important difference is that FDs are governed by the conditions in a large volume of the heliospheric region, while Dst variation depends on the local situation in the magnetotail near the Earth.
All short-term CR decreases have been historically called Forbush decreases. However, some workers are using this term only for the non-recurrent events with a sudden onset and gradual recovery. Such "classical" Forbush decreases generally have two steps. As described in Cane (2000) , Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are plasma eruptions from the solar atmosphere involving previously closed field regions, which are expelled into the interplanetary medium. The ICMEs (interplanetary CMEs), termed as "ejecta", may generate shocks. When Earth enters such a "shock followed by ejecta" combination, the first step in the classical Forbush decrease is due to entry in the shock. The second step was attributed by different workers to different features. Barnden (1973) attributed it to the discontinuity marking entry from the shock into the ejecta. Iucci et al. (1986) attributed it to the magnetic field increase comprised of the post-shock compression region and the ejecta. Nagashima et al. (1990) attributed it to the stratified structure of disturbed and undisturbed magnetic fields. Cane (2000) illustrated the largescale structure of an ejecta and the associated shock and further, how the cosmic ray response is related to the path through the ensemble. She concluded that CME-related CR decreases are of three basic types; those caused by a shock and ejecta, by a shock only, and by an ejecta only. A majority (>80%) of short-term CR decreases >4% are of the two-step (shock plus ejecta) type (Cane et al., 1996) .
Relations between FD magnitudes and the solar wind IMF (Barden, 1973; Iucci et al., 1979a, b; Burlaga et al., 1984; Cane, 1993) and solar wind velocity (Iucci et al., 1979a, b; Belov and Ivanov, 1997) have been studied since long, but the magnitude of the FD and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) or the proton velocity V alone have not correlated well. Several studies have shown improved correlations when both the field B and speed V are simultaneously considered. Using data for 695 events, Belov et al. (2001) correlated FD magnitude with the product H max V max and found a correlation of 0.70, while correlation with H max (i.e., magnetic field B max ) alone was 0.66 and with V max alone was only 0.22. (This fits several theoretical models, e.g., Wibbernez et al., 1998, and references therein) . For the relationship between FD magnitudes and geomagnetic activity, using more than 1400 events during 1978 -1996 , Belov et al. (2001 Papaioannou et al. (2009a, b) . Earlier, Cane et al. (1996 Cane et al. ( ) studied 30 years (1964 Cane et al. ( -1994 of neutron monitor data to understand the principle mechanism causing short-term CR decreases seen at Earth. Examining the characteristics of associated low energy (<200 MeV) particle enhancements with the neutron monitor data, they identified the responsible solar wind disturbance structures for 153 of the 180 events of ≥4% CR decreases. The classes of solar wind structures were: (1) shock plus ejecta, (2) shock, (3) shock plus ejecta less energetic than class 1, (4) complex event including a corotating high speed stream. Recently, Kudela and Brenkus (2004) Cane et al. (1996) .
The purpose of the present communication is to reexamine the severe Dst events for their relationships with FDs and interplanetary parameters, first for cycle 23 and then for some selected very severe Dst events and very large FDs in the previous cycles 19-22.
Data
Data were obtained from Cane et al. (1996) (henceforth called Cane events) and from the NGDC website http://spidr. ngdc.noaa.gov/spidr/index.jsp. The Cane events are ICME events classified as to whether these had ejecta (drivers) or shocks or ejecta with shocks. From these only those are considered which were associated with occurrences of ≥4% CR decreases during each year of 1965-1994 (thus, very weak ICMEs are mostly eliminated). For cosmic rays, data used are for the neutron monitor at Climax (northern middle latitude).
Summary of correlations for the Cane events
The correlations obtained for the Cane events up to 1994 are summarized in Table 1 . We consider correlations below 0.30 as low, 0.30-0.59 as moderate and exceeding 0.60 as high.
The following may be noted in Table 1. 1. The correlations for classes 1, 2, 3, 4 are not similar. Where CR are involved, class 1 (shocks plus ejecta) 
shows at least moderate correlations, but class 4 (corotating streams) shows very low correlations. Where Dst is involved, class 4 shows some high correlations. 4. In each storm, the duration "t" can be estimated as the interval during which the hourly values of the total magnetic field B were high. Addition of the parameter "t", the duration for which the storm lasted, seems to improve the correlations for CR decreases for class 1, indicating a relation with the overall dimensions of the interplanetary structure.
Some of these average features will now be checked for severe Dst storms and FDs in Cycle 23.
Severe geomagnetic storms in cycle 23
Figures 1-4 show plots for 1996-2005 (cycle 23) for interplanetary parameters wind speed V , the magnetic total field B and its B z component, and for cosmic ray intensity at Climax, and the geomagnetic Dst. Only events where Dst depression was severe (numerically >200 nT) are shown. Details are given in Table 2 . The following may be noted:
Relationship of Dst with B z
1. In all figures, a striking feature is the matching of negative Dst with interplanetary negative B z , a feature wellknown since long (e.g., Kane, 1977; Gonzalez et al., 1994; Gonzalez and Echer 2005) . (some large Dst values associated with some large FDs), the contrast gave higher correlations. Now, the ranges are lesser (Dst only above 200 nT) and finer discrepancies get magnified and yield lower correlations.
3. Since the process of ring current intensification is more like a charging of an electrical condenser where fluctuations in the input are wiped out and only cumulative charge is registered, we calculated two more parameters namely, B z (CP), i.e., cumulative partial B z , defined as the sum of successive negative hourly B z values from the time it turned negative to the time when it attained maximum negative value, and B z (CT), i.e., cumulative total B z , defined as the sum of successive negative hourly B z from the time it turned negative to the time when negative values ended. The correlation of Dst with B z (CP) was substantial, +0.59, a great improvement over the correlation with B z alone (+0.28).
The correlation with B z (CT) was +0.48, indicating that the negative B z values after the B z negative peak occurred were not of much consequence.
4. In Table 1 , not just B z but its product V B z showed better correlations. For cycle 23, the correlation of Dst with V B z was +0.59 (better than +0.28 with B z alone). Also, the correlation of Dst with V B z (CP) was still more, +0.71. Thus, using cumulative B z and its product with V improved correlations considerably (Belov et al., 2001) .
5. Adding the number density N , the correlation of Dst with N V B z (CP) was +0.68, less than the +0.71 with V B z (CP). Thus, the solar wind number density does not seem to matter. If this restriction is removed, all FDs of cycle 23 has a higher correlation of +0.55).
Relationship of FD with interplanetary magnetic field B
The correlatons of FDs with total magnetic field B and the excess B −Bo were −0.18 and −0.17, very poor indeed. (according to Belov et al. (2001) , the correlation is better if all FD events of cycle 23 are considered). With V , the correlation was high (0.90) indicating that in general, a fast, big interplanetary blob was likely to give a large FD. With number density N, the correlation was −0.40, but this is unreliable as many values were missing, notably during the 29-30 October Halloween event when N values were unreliable (abnormally low, Skoug et al., 2004 . Also note that in view of the uncertainties and interruptions in the data reception during the Halloween events of 29-30 October 2003, we have used approximate values, namely, −B z (min)=50 nT, B(max)=60 nT, V =2000 km s −1 and N=15 for both these events). The correlation with V B was reasonably high (0.78), mainly because of V . If the duration "t" of B was considered, the correlations with Bt and V Bt were almost the same or slightly inferior to those of B and V B, but this was mainly because the "t" was almost the same (∼20 h) for all the events. Judging "t" is considerably subjective. A disconcerting feature is that the B maxima do not tally with the FD minima and often, their evolutions (variations with time) are dissimilar. Often when B recovers to prestorm level, FD continues. The start of increased B and FD is generally simultaneous, but the end is not similar. Sometimes, FD shows two events within a few hours, but B does not show a double hump. Since B is the only parameter responsible for deviating cosmic ray trajectories, we suspect that the B noted as snapshot at the satellite location does not represent fully the overall large scale structure of B in the blob.
Severe geomagnetic storms and FDs in previous cycles 19-22
The plots for the six largest geomagnetic storms (Dst numerically >350 nT) in the past cycles 19-22 are shown in Fig. 7 (noted in Table 3 ). The six pairs of Dst and FD are plotted in Fig. 6 as open circles. Being all for high Dst values (>359 nT), these are in the right end part, but the corresponding FDs are in a large range 5-15%. dissimilarity between the magnitudes of Dst and the corresponding FDs (statistically, almost no relationship).
Origin of Dst through additional mechanisms
The Dst obtained from data of ground magnetometers is partly due to the ring current, and some contributions come from other sources also (Gonzalez et al., 1994) . Thus, there are induced currents in the solid Earth. These are mostly in a constant proportion with the ring current (about one third) and hence will not affect the correlations with B z (only the correlation coefficient will alter). But there are magnetopause currents which depend upon the solar wind ram pressure. Their contribution to Dst can be substantial and may differ considerably from event to event, even though B z may remain the same. For the true ring current effect Dst* after a correction due to magnetopause currents is applied to Dst, Gonzalez et al. (1994) mention the relationship between Dst and Dst* as
where p is the storm time solar wind ram pressure, obtained as Nm + V 2 (N and V being the solar wind density and speed, respectively and m + the proton mass), b is a proportional- ity factor, and c is the quiet time solar wind ram pressure contribution. Typically, b=0.2 nT/(ev cm −3 ) 1 / 2 and c=20 nT.
In our Table 2 , the N, V values are available only for nine events. Using those values, the Dst* was calculated and correlated with maximum negative B z . It gave a high correlation of 0.70, in contrast to the 0.28 between Dst and negative B z . Also, for cumulative (partial) B z , namely B z (CP), the Dst* gave a correlation 0.83 in contrast to the 0.59 between Dst and B z (CP). (Correlations given in Table 4 ). Thus, magnetopause currents can make a substantial contribution to ground Dst (tens of nT, even exceeding 100 nT for very severe events), and when taken into consideration, the relationship between the ring current Dst* and negative B z is almost perfect as envisaged in the Dungey (1961) mechanism. Incidentally, the correlation of Dst* with V B z was only 0.40 in contrast to the 0.59 between Dst and V B z . We feel that the proposed V B z mechnism is illusionary and unrealistic, and the effect of V is felt only through the ram pressure and the subsequent magnetopause current contribution to Dst. If true, all the results about Dst relationship with B z reported in the literature in the past need reassessment after taking into account the magnetopause current contribution. One would think that since moderate and weak Dst storms are caused by weaker interplanetary structures where N and V are smaller, the ram pressure would be small and the magetopause current contributions to Dst would be small. True, but since the Dst also is smaller, the percentage contribution of magnetopause currents to Dst may still be substantial. Hence, correction for magnetopause currents will be necessary in all cases. Belov et al. (2005) mention that during the storm of November 2003, there was an increase of cosmic ray intensity of 7% in the Athens neutron monitor inside the Forbush decrease and attribute it to magnetospheric effects. In the present work, such effects are not considered and only FD with respect to the pre-storm level is estimated.
Conclusions and discussion

Severe storms and Forbush decreases during cycle 23
showed that maximum negative Dst magnitudes usually occurred almost simultaneously with the maximum negative values of the B z component of interplanetary magnetic field B, but the maximum magnitudes of negative Dst and B z were poorly correlated (+0.28).
2. A parameter B z (CP) was calculated (cumulative partial B z ) as sum of the hourly negative values of B z from the time of start to the maximum negative value. The correlation of negative Dst maximum with B z (CP) was higher (+0.59) as compared to that of Dst with B z alone (+0.28).
3. When the product of B z with the solar wind speed V (at the hour of negative B z maximum) was considered, the correlation of negative Dst maximum with V B z was +0.59 and with V B z (CP), 0.71. Thus, including V improved the correlations.
4. Ground Dst has a considerable contributions from the magnetopause currents produced by the solar wind ram pressure (a function of solar wind number density N and speed V ). To get a correct estimate of the true ring current Dst*, the magnetopause contribution needs to be subtracred from Dst. The Dst* shows much better correlations with B z and cumulative B z (CP), than Dst does.
5. Maximum negative Dst did not occur at the same hour as maximum FD. The time evolutions of Dst and FD were very dissimilar.. The correlations were almost zero. (The correlation with Dst* with FD was not any better, it was only 0.11). When extreme events in earlier cycles 19-22 (six largest Dst and six largest FDs) were considered, the correlation between Dst and FD for the twelve events was negative (−0.70) giving an impression that large Dst avoided large FDs and vice versa. However, this could be an illusion. Basically, all that it means is that negative Dst and FDs are uncorrelated. All this needs further confirmation with future data.
6. In some events, FDs started when interplanetary total magnetic field B (as measured at the satellite) started rising, but their later evolutions were dissimilar (one having two humps, other not, etc.). During cycle 23, the correlation between maximum FD and maximum B (not necessarily at the same hour) was low (−0.18) but the correlation with solar wind speed V was high (0.90). Since cosmic rays have very high speeds (almost 300 000 km s −1 ) as compared to solar wind speeds 1989 , 15 July 1959 , 13 September 1957 , 11 February 1958 , 25-26 May 1967 and 8-9 November 1991 (2500 km s −1 or less), a direct effect of V on FD is unlikely. Indirectly, very strong interplanetary structures have very high speeds and also very well organized large magnetic field (B) structures, which can deviate cosmic ray trajectories effectively and cause modulations (FDs). In this scenario, strong FDs imply very large interplanetary blobs, which also would have large negative B z , which would result in large Dst storms also, except that sometimes, the B z component is wavering (fluctuating) between negative and zero (or even positive) values and the ring current formation is partly interrupted, yielding Dst values not very high. The most famous example of such a case is that of the 4 August 1972 event (Fig. 8) where the Coronal Mass Ejection had a record transit average velocity of ∼2800 km s −1 (transit time <15 h, see Kane, 2005; Tsurutani et al., 2003) , which should have resulted in an enormous Dst, but, as it happened, the B z component wavered considerably and the resulting Dst was a paltry 108 nT. Thus, large FDs are a consequence of deviations of cosmic ray trajectories in large, smooth interplanetary magnetic field B structures, while large Dst is caused only when B z is large negative in a very small region in the magetotail. This happens often when the main blob has high speeds and high B, but not invariably and in those few cases, Dst storms are not as large as expected. All this needs further confirmation with future data.
The lack of a good correlation between CR decreases and B is not surprising. Wibberenz et al. (1998) mention specifically that Forbush decreases occur in two steps (the first one heralding entry into a shock and the second one, entry into the ejecta) and their dependence on energy, time and spatial position of the observer is different. Thus, the component related to the shock shows generally a gradual decrease and a slow recovery (lasting up to eight days). The ejecta component lasts typically one day (a very localized effect) and, having a small longitudinal extent, may even miss the spacecraft. On the average, when both shocks and ejecta are seen, the contributions to the CR depression of shock and ejecta are roughly equal (half-half), but in individual cases, due to large variability of the ejecta effect, the contributions may be unequal, and sometimes, only one (shock or ejecta) may account for the total effect. For the "shock effect", in a simple model, Wibberenz et al. (1998) show that the CR decrease would depend upon the thickness L of the barrier and the variations of wind speed V , magnetic field B and radial diffusion coefficient K across the shock front. There is no way to estimate the diffusion coefficient. The "ejecta effect" have been discussed by Cane et al. (1995) in terms of a simple model in which particles gain entry to the ejecta via perpendicular diffusion. The FD magnitude is a function of the product VB, the radius a of the magnetic cloud, and the distance r from the Sun. However, the dependence of FD on the interplanetary parameters is different for the "shock effect" and the "ejecta effect". Hence, Wibberenz et al. (1998) suggest that a detailed study where the amplitudes (separately for the shock and ejecta) are related to the interplanetary parameters of individual events would be more useful than the definition of an "average" event. Interplanetary V and B can be measured directly (though only as snapshots at the satellite location), but the radial diffusion coefficient K cannot be measured directly and has to be estimated indirectly (Morfill and Scholer, 1977 , estimated a decrease of K of approximately one order of magnitude during a storm). Here, we are only illustrating the looseness of the FD-V B relationship, and the looseness could be due to the lack of knowledge of the diffusion coefficient. Incidentally, the model of Wibberenz et al. (1998) considers the ratios of V and B, during and before the event. Thus, not the actual values of increased V and B are to be used but their ratios with their pre-storm values. In our plots, the FD main phase does not seem to have a two step structure. We attempted correlations with (V − V o), (V /V o), (B − Bo) and (B/Bo) and their combinations, but the correlations did not improve. An additional complication is that the FD effect would be largest if the Earth passes very near the center of the interplanetary blob. If the center is above or below the plane of Earth's orbit around the Sun, the path of Earth will not see a full FD effect even though the B value may be large.
One would have thought that some more information about interplanetary structures could be obtained by examining them by multiple satellites. However, as mentioned by Cane (2000) , such an effort may not very useful because, besides other complications, the interplanetary structures evolve with time and distance from the Sun and are altered considerably when they reach different satellites at different distances from the Sun. However, data from multiple satellites have their other uses.
In the present work, only data for one location (Climax) are used for cosmic ray FD. Are such data fully representative of cosmic ray effects? The question arises because firstly, cosmic rays bend in magnetic fields and have trajectories depending upon the cut-off rigidities at any geographical location (lesser the cut-off rigidity, larger the FD, because more low energy particles are received). Secondly, the trajectories at different longitudes may sample different parts of the interplanetary shocks, which may not be uniform. In a rigorous analysis, the trajectories for data at different locations needs to be examined, which is beyond the scope of the present work. However, it should be kept in mind that using cosmic ray data at only one location may involve uncertainties of a few percent in the FD estimates.We think that any results reported here would still be true with uncertainties of this order.
